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In this talk we present a possible explanation, based on torsionally mediated proton-spin-overall-rotation interac-
tion operators, for the surprising observation in Nizhny Novgorod several years agoa of doublets in some Lamb-dip sub-
millimeter-wave transitions between torsion-rotation states of E symmetry in methanol. These observed doublet splittings,
some as large as 70 kHz, were later confirmed by independent Lamb-dip measurements in Kharkov. In this talk we first
show the observed J-dependence of the doublet splittings for two b-type Q branches (one from each laboratory), and then
focus on our theoretical explanation. The latter involves three topics: (i) group theoretically allowed terms in the spin-
rotation Hamiltonian, (ii) matrix elements of these terms between the degenerate components of torsion-rotation E states,
calculated using wavefunctions from an earlier global fit of torsion-rotation transitions of methanol in the vt = 0, 1, and 2
statesb, and (iii) least-squares fits of coefficients of these terms to about 35 experimentally resolved doublet splittings in the
quantum number ranges of K = -2 to +2, J = 13 to 34, and vt = 0. Rather pleasing residuals are obtained for these doublet
splittings, and a number of narrow transitions, in which no doublet splitting could be detected, are also in agreement with
predictions from the theory. Some remaining disagreements between experiment and the present theoretical explanation
will be mentioned.
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